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Shadow banks is mainly used to summarize the regulatory system that 
drifted outside the traditional , formal and traditional commercial banking 
system regulated by the Central Bank corresponding to financ ial institutions. 
It includes those financial intermediaries which exercises functions similar to 
traditional banking , financing and providing liquidity and credit , but does not 
belong to financial intermediaries traditional commercial banking system , 
shadow banks have currently rarely been included in the scope of 
regulation .Due to the high leverage, maturity mismatches , opacity, and other 
characteristics, Shadow banks comes with a high endogenous vulnerability , 
and because of its close ties and financial market activities in a wide range of 
applications and in-depth with the traditional banks , it brings a serious 
systemic risk to the financial system. In Europe and other developed countries, 
Shadow banks carried out innovative and excessive trading,  accumulating 
giant risks, the risk continued to expanse, which eventually led to cross-border 
systemic risk. After the cries, Western countries gradually took measures to  
strengthen and improve the shadow banking regulatory system. On our part, 
although China haven’t  involved in the financial crisis directly, learning 
lessons from the developed countries will help to build our shadow banking 
regulatory system in line with China’s financial features as soon as possible. 
And it will be practical significance to improve our current regulatory reform 
system 
The full text includes three parts: introduction, main text and conclusion, 
and the main text divides into three chapters:  
The first chapter introduces the connotation of shadow banking, 
characteristics, development status, as well as the major risks of shadow 














the shadow banking supervision.  
The second chapter analyzes the main problems currently exist in the 
shadow banking regulatory system. Including: the outside regulatory model is 
unscientific, the internal control mechanism is not perfect, the current 
regulatory model doesn’t suit to the financial development; the regulatory 
agencies’ regulatory philosophies are not in place , lack of independence and 
coordination, short of regulatory resources and so on. Regulatory elements: 
the legal system of regulatory hasn’t been built, and the regulatory system 
lacks of early warning mechanisms, monitoring mechanisms and financial 
firewall mechanism. 
The third chapter puts forward the corresponding improvement 
suggestions. Including: emphasis on internal supervision, establishing and 
improving a new regulatory model, strengthening international regulatory 
cooperation; establishing a functional regulatory philosophy, strengthening 
coordination among regulatory agencies, strengthening the independence of 
regulatory bodies, increasing regulatory resources; improving financial 
regulations system, improving financial risk warning mechanism, and the 
establishment of financial risk isolation mechanism, risk rescuing and disposal 
mechanisms, as well as to build a sound legal system and other regulators.  
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活动，还包括了我国传统银行机构内部的影子部门及业务活动”  ④。 
至此，我们可以看出，中外学者或机构对于影子银行界定具有共通性。
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